# ISC JURY NOTICE

## Title & Location of Competition

**4th FAI WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS OF INDOOR SKYDIVING, TATRALANDIA, SLOVAKIA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISC Jury decision No:</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time and Date:</td>
<td>22 April 2023 12:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
<td>Protest from Switzerland regarding the process for D4W tournament</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Present:             | Mike Pennock – Jury President  
                       | Natasha Higman - Jury Member  
                       | Pasi Pirttikoski – Jury Member (remote via Teams) |

**Details:**

A Protest was received from the Swiss D4W team at 8:42 on 22 April, within 2 hours of the competition time of a complaint made in accordance with GSW 6.2 to the Chief Judge of Dynamic Flying was turned down. The full Complaint procedure of GS 6.2 had been followed before the Protest was submitted.

The Swiss protested the procedure between the live outcome of the semi-final and that outcome made public and made official, between Singapore and Switzerland.

Singapore verbally made a complaint to the Chief judge which resulted in the score to be adjusted, after the outcome of the live judging

The Jury heard

- The Chief Judge for Dynamic Flying.
- The Team Captain of the Swiss DY team.
- The HoD of Singapore.

## Decision:

The Jury unanimously decided to grant the protest made by Switzerland.

## The arguments to come to this decision are:

1. Section 5. Art 5.3. (5) states that; No protest may be made nor shall one be accepted that deals with the evaluation of a jump/performance or a score given by the Judges. Therefore, The complaint by Singapore, should not have resulted in a re-evaluation of the score.

2. There are no rules in the Dynamic Competition Rules that allow a review of a semi-final free routine battle

3. It is common practice and expected by the competitors that the outcome of the live battle is the unofficial result, only to be made official by signing the printed results sheet.

This means the outcome of the live battle between Switzerland and Singapore is to be restored to the outcome of the live judging and Switzerland is to advance to the finals.

## Recommendations:

The Jury, strongly recommends the Dynamic Committee to clarify the procedures, concerning the scoring and finalizing the results of the live battles

**Signature:** Mike Pennock - Jury President

**Date:** 22 April 2023,

FAI 1809